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In this paper, we present a unified gas-kinetic wave-particle (UGKWP) method on
unstructured mesh for multiscale simulation of continuum and rarefied flow. Inherit-
ing from the multicale transport in the unified gas-kinetic scheme (UGKS), the inte-
gral solution of kinetic model equation is employed in the construction of UGKWP
method to model the flow physics in the cell size and time step scales. A novel wave-
particle adaptive formulation is introduced in the UGKWP method to describe the
flow dynamics in each control volume. The local gas evolution is constructed through
the dynamical interaction of the deterministic hydrodynamic wave and the stochastic
kinetic particle. Within the resolution of cell size and time step, the decomposition,
interaction, and evolution of the hydrodynamic wave and the kinetic particle depend
on the ratio of the time step to the local particle collision time. In the rarefied flow
regime, the flow physics is mainly recovered by the discrete particles and the UGKWP
method performs as a stochastic particle method. In the continuum flow regime, the
flow behavior is solely followed by macroscopic variable evolution and the UGKWP
method becomes a gas-kinetic hydrodynamic flow solver for the viscous and heat-
conducting Navier–Stokes solutions. In the transition regime, both kinetic particle
and hydrodynamic wave contribute adaptively in UGKWP to capture the peculiar
non-equilibrium flow physics in a most efficient way through optimized weighting
functions between wave and particle according to the ratio of time step to the lo-
cal particle collision time. In different flow regimes, the Sod shock tube, lid-driven
cavity flow, laminar boundary layer, and high-speed cylinder flow, are computed to
validate the UGKWP method on unstructured mesh. The UGKWP method can get
the same UGKS solutions in all Knudsen regimes without the requirement of the
time step and mesh size being less than than the particle collision time and mean
free path. With an automatic wave-particle decomposition, the UGKWP method
becomes very efficient. For example, at Mach number 30 and Knudsen number 0.1,
in comparison with UGKS several-order-of-magnitude reductions in computational
cost and memory requirement have been achieved by UGKWP.
Keywords: multiscale transport, unified gas-kinetic scheme, wave-particle formula-
tion, multi-efficiency
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I. INTRODUCTION
There are mainly two kinds of numerical methods for non-equilibrium gas flow simula-
tions, i.e., the stochastic particle method and the deterministic method. The stochastic
method employs discrete particles to simulate the statistical behavior of molecular gas dy-
namics. Since the Lagrangian-type stochastic particle method can be regarded as the best
adaptive strategy in velocity space discretization, it requires low computational memory and
gains high efficiency in rarefied flow computations, especially for high-speed flows in multi-
dimensional cases. Due to the particle implementation, the stochastic method is very robust
and shows great advantages on numerical modeling for complex flow physics, such as gas
mixture and chemical reaction. However, by using a finite number of simulation particles
to recover the gas distribution function, it suffers from the statistical noises especially for
low-speed flow with small temperature variation. Moreover, in the continuum flow regime
at small Knudsen number, the intensive particle collisions make the computational cost very
high by explicitly following particle’s interaction physics. On the other hand, the determin-
istic method employs discrete distribution function to solve the kinetic equations. It can
give accurate solutions without the statistical noises and is able to achieve high efficiency
with equation-based numerical acceleration techniques. In order to capture non-equilibrium
distribution, the whole velocity space has to be discretized with a high resolution, which
leads to huge memory consumption and computational cost for high speed rarefied flow in
three dimensional cases. In addition, for both the stochastic particle and the deterministic
methods, once the gas evolution process is splitted into the collisionless trasport and instant
collision, a numerical dissipation being proportional to the time step will be introduced im-
plicitly. Therefore, the mesh size and the time step in these schemes have to be less than the
mean free path and the particle collision time in order to properly control the numerical error
and reduce its contamination to the physical dissipative effect. Otherwise, only the Euler
limit can be recovered in these schemes once the physical dissipation is overwhelmingly taken
by the numerical one in the continuum regime, such as the simulation of boundary layer or
the cavity flow at high Reynolds numbers. This would severely constrain the applications
of these kinetic methods to the continuum flow simulations.
The direct simulation Monte Carlo (DSMC) method1 is the most successful particle sim-
ulation method in the engineering applications of rarefied flow2. In the past decades, great
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efforts have been made to further improve the DSMC method on the aspects of accuracy
and efficiency. In order to reduce the statistical error, the information preservation (IP)
method3–5 and the low-variance deviational simulation Monte Carlo (LVDSMC) method6,7
have been developed for low-speed microflows. By matching the moments of macroscopic
equations, the moment-guided Monte Carlo method8 is able to reduce the fluctuations as
well. In order to address the stiffness problem of the collision term in the continuum regimes,
several asymptotic preserving (AP) Monte Carlo methods9–12 have been developed so that
the Euler solution can be obtained in the hydrodynamic limit without the requirement on
the time step and mesh size as that in the traditional DSMC method. In order to reduce
the numerical diffusion error resulting from free molecular transport process, a low diffusion
particle method13 has been constructed for inviscid flow simulations. For further improv-
ing the computational efficiency, the stochastic particle methods based on kinetic model
equations, such as the Bhatnagar–Gross–Krook (BGK), the ellipsoidal statistical BGK (ES-
BGK) models14–18, and the Fokker-Planck (FP) model19–21, have been constructed to simu-
late monatomic and diatomic gas flows. By taking account of the collision into the transport
process, the particle methods of Jenny et al.19–21 and Fei et al.18 are capable for flow simu-
lation without the restriction on the time step and the mesh size to the kinetic level.
On the other hand, many studies have been carried out on the discrete velocity methods
(DVM) to solve the Boltzmann equation22–28. In order to reduce the computational cost
and increase the numerical efficiency, many acceleration methods have been applied, includ-
ing implicit algorithms29–34, high-order/low-order (HOLO) methods35,36, memory reduction
techniques37,38, fast evaluation of the full Boltzmann collision term39,40, and adaptive re-
finement method41. Asymptotic preserving schemes42,43 are also developed to release the
stiffness of the collision term in the small Knudsen number cases. However, for most AP
schemes only the Euler solution in the hydrodynamic limit is recovered. By employing the
integral solution of kinetic model equation, the unified gas-kinetic scheme (UGKS)27,44 and
discrete UGKS (DUGKS)28 are constructed with a true multiscale transport process which
couples particles’ free streaming and collision. Similar to the gas-kinetic scheme (GKS) in
the hydrodynamic regime45, the NS solutions can be preserved by the UGKS without the
cell resolution to the kinetic scale. The multiscale transport modeling in UGKS is general
and can be applied in many transport problems, such as aerospace application46, radiative
transfer47,48, phonon transport49,50, plasma51, and granular flow52. Since the time step and
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the mesh size in UGKS are not limited to be smaller than the particle collision time and
the mean free path, the UGKS can achieve higher efficiency in the near continuum flow
regime. However, as a deterministic method based on the discrete velocity distribution
function, the computational cost and memory requirement of the UGKS are very high for
multi-dimensional hypersonic rarefied flow due to the massive number of discrete points in
the particle velocity space.
Since the UGKS and the particle method have different, but complementary advantages
and disadvantages, a particle implementation of the UGKS is preferred to design a more
powerful tool for simulating multiscale transport. In this paper, we will present in details
the construction of the unified gas-kinetic wave-particle (UGKWP) method on unstruc-
tured mesh. The direct particle implementation of the multiscale UGKS is the unified
gas-kinetic particle (UGKP) method53, and the UGKWP method is a further improvement
by incorporating waves into UGKP in order to reduce the computational cost and memory
requirement54. In the UGKP method, the multiscale transport process in UGKS is recovered
in the particles’ evolution process, where the collision effect is taken into account so that this
particle method can present accurate solutions in different flow regimes without the DSMC
requirement for the mesh size and time step. With the particle implementation, the capabil-
ity of the UGKS to solve high-speed rarefied flow problems has been much enhanced. Since
the particles’ interaction makes the distribution function to approach to the equilibrium
state, some of the simulation particles can be replaced by the evolution of analytical distri-
bution function after some collisions. Therefore, a wave-particle formulation is introduced in
the construction of the UGKWP method, where these equilibrium particles will be expressed
and computed in a deterministic way instead of by discrete simulation particles. As a result,
for the near continuum flow, only a few particles are required and most computation can
be handled analytically, so the computational efficiency could be greatly increased and the
statistical noises from discrete particles could be efficiently reduced. The UGKWP method
can adaptively become the particle simulation method in highly rarefied flow regimes and
the hydrodynamic flow solver, same as the gas-kinetic scheme45, in the continuum regimes.
It should be pointed out that different from the hybrid methods55–57 which are based on the
domain decomposition and solver hybridization, the UGKWP describes the physical state
by an adaptive wave-particle decomposition in each cell with a unified treatment in the
whole computational domain. Specifically, in the UGKWP method the physical state in a
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finite volume cell is separated into the hydrodynamic waves and discrete particles, which are
expressed and transported through an analytic distribution for waves and the particles for
the non-equilibrium part, respectively. According to the numerical resolution and local flow
physics, the evolutions of the hydrodynamic waves and discrete particles are coupled dy-
namically. Therefore, with the multiscale transport process and the wave-particle adaptive
property, the UGKWP method not only recovers the multiscale nature of UGKS, but also
achieves multi-efficiency in all Knudsen number regimes. More specifically, the UGKWP
method performs as a stochastic particle method in highly rarefied flows and becomes a
hydrodynamic fluid solver for viscous flow simulations in the continuum limit. In the cur-
rent paper, the UGKWP method is constructed and validated on the unstructured mesh.
Numerical test cases, including the Sod shock tube, cavity flow, laminar boundary layer,
and high-speed cylinder flow, will be computed across different flow regimes. For the hyper-
sonic rarefied flow, such as Mach number 30, the UGKWP has several-order-of-magnitude
computational cost and memory reductions in comparison with UGKS.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the construction
of the UGKWP method on the unstructured mesh. In Section III, numerical test cases are
carried out to validate the present UGKWP method. Discussion and conclusion will be
given in the last section.
II. NUMERICAL METHOD
In this section, we will introduce the unified gas-kinetic wave-particle (UGKWP) meth-
ods in details. Since the unified gas-kinetic particle (UGKP) method is a direct particle
implementation of the unified gas-kinetic scheme (UGKS), and the UGKWP method is
an enhanced UGKP method by employing the adaptive wave-particle decomposition, the
UGKP method and UGKS will be introduced first before presenting the UGKWP method.
A. Unified gas-kinetic scheme (UGKS)
In the framework of finite volume method, the UGKS considers the conservations in
the discretized space and time for both the macroscopic flow variables and microscopic gas
distribution function. Specifically, for a discrete finite volume cell i and discretized time
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step ∆t = tn+1 − tn, the governing equations are
wn+1i = w
n
i −
∆t
Ωi
∑
j∈N(i)
F ijSij, (1)
and
fn+1i = f
n
i −
1
Ωi
∑
j∈N(i)
∫ ∆t
0
u · nijfij(t)Sijdt+
∫ ∆t
0
J (f, f)dt, (2)
where w is the conservative flow variables, i.e., the densities of mass, momentum and energy
(ρ, ρV , ρE), and f is the gas distribution function. N(i) denotes the set of the interface-
adjacent neighboring cells of cell i, and cell j is one of the neighbors. The interface between
cells i and j is represented by the subscript ij. Hence, Sij and nij are referred to as the area
and normal vector of the interface ij, F ij denotes the macroscopic fluxes across the interface,
and fij(t) is the time-dependent distribution function on the interface. In addition, Ωi is the
volume of cell i, u denotes the microscopic velocity, and J (f, f) is the collision term. The
connection between the macroscopic and microscopic governing equations (1) and (2) is that
all the macroscopic variables can be obtained from the moments of distribution function,
such as conservative variables and macroscopic fluxes
wi =
∫
fiψ(u)du, (3)
and
F ij =
1
∆t
∫ ∆t
0
∫
u · nijfij(t)ψ(u)dudt, (4)
where ψ(u) = (1,u, 1
2
|u|2). The collision term satisfies the compatibility condition
∫
J (f, f)ψ(u)du = 0. (5)
In this paper, the BGK relaxation model58 is considered for the collision term, i.e.,
J (f, f) = g − f
τ
, (6)
where the relaxation time or the mean collision time τ is computed by the ratio of dynamic
viscosity to pressure, i.e., τ = µ/p. The equilibrium state g is the Maxwellian distribution
g = ρ
(
λ
pi
) d
2
exp
[−λ(u− V )2] , (7)
8
where d is degree of freedoms, and λ is related to the temperature T by λ = m0/2kBT . Here
m0 and kB are the molecular mass and the Boltzmann constant.
It should be noted that Eq. (1) and Eq. (2) are the fundamental physical laws on the scale
of mesh size and time step, which describe the general conservations of the macroscopic flow
variables and microscopic gas distribution function. For finite volume method, the evolution
of flow physics relies mainly on the construction of the flux function at the cell interfaces. In
UGKS, the time-dependent distribution function fij(t) for the flux function is constructed
from the integral solution of kinetic model equation,
f(x0, t) =
1
τ
∫ t
t0
g(x′, t′)e−(t−t
′)/τdt′ + e−(t−t0)/τf0(x0 − u(t− t0)), (8)
where x0 is the point for the evaluation of local gas distribution function evolution, such
as the center of a cell interface for flux evaluation. f0(x) is the initial distribution function
around x0 at the beginning of each step t0 = 0, and g(x, t) is the equilibrium state distributed
around x0 and t0.
Specifically, for second order accuracy we have
g(x, t) = g0 + gtt+ gx · x, (9)
and
f0(x) = f0 + fx · x. (10)
The time dependent distribution function at the cell interface can be constructed
fij(t) = c1g0 + c2gx · u+ c3gt + c4f0 + c5fx · u
= f eqij (t) + f
fr
ij (t)
(11)
with the coefficients
c1 = 1− e−t/τ ,
c2 = te
−t/τ − τ(1 − e−t/τ ),
c3 = t− τ(1 − e−t/τ ),
c4 = e
−t/τ ,
c5 = −te−t/τ ,
(12)
where f eqij (t) and f
fr
ij (t) are the terms related to the equilibrium state g(x, t) and initial distri-
bution function f0(x), respectively. The initial gas distribution function f0(x) in Eq. (10) is
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obtained from the spatial reconstruction of the distribution function at tn. The equilibrium
state g0 is computed from the compatibility condition
w0 =
∫
g0ψ(u)du =
∫
f0ψ(u)du, (13)
and the spatial and temporal derivatives of the equilibriums state can be obtained by∫
gxψ(u)du = wx,∫
gtψ(u)du = −
∫
ugxψ(u)du,
(14)
where wx is the spatial derivatives of the conservative variables obtained from reconstruc-
tion.
Eq. (8) and Eq. (11) give a transition from the initial distribution function to the equi-
librium state with the increment of time, which couples the particles’ free transport and
collision processes. With an accumulating effect of the particle collision, the modeling scale
changes from the kinetic scale to hydrodynamic scale. For a discretized space and time, the
integral solution will adapt the physical solution on the scale of mesh size and time step
according to the relation between the numerical resolution and flow physics, such as the
ratio of the time step to the mean collision time ∆t/τ . Specifically, the integrated flux over
a time step gives
∫ ∆t
0
u · nijfij(t)dt = u · nij (q1g0 + q2gx · u+ q3gt)
+ u · nij (q4f0 + q5fx · u)
= F eqij + F frij
(15)
with the coefficients
q1 = ∆t− τ(1− e−∆t/τ ),
q2 = 2τ
2(1− e−∆t/τ )− τ∆t− τ∆te−∆t/τ ,
q3 =
∆t2
2
− τ∆t + τ 2(1− e−∆t/τ ),
q4 = τ(1− e−∆t/τ ),
q5 = τ∆te
−∆t/τ − τ 2(1− e−∆t/τ ).
(16)
Here F eqij and F frij are referred to as the equilibrium flux and the free transport flux, respec-
tively. We can see that when ∆t ≫ τ , only the terms F eqij with q1 ≈ ∆t and q3 ≈ ∆t2/2
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are remained for equilibrium wave interaction; when ∆t ≪ τ , only F frij with q4 ≈ ∆t and
q5 ≈ −∆t2/2 are left for non-equilibrium particle free transport. With adaptive variation
of ∆t/τ in different regions, UGKS is able to provide multiscale flow solutions on the nu-
merical scales. In comparison with the kinetic method based on particles’ free transport
mechanics, the mesh size and time step of the UGKS are not constrained by the particles’
mean free path and mean collision time. With the scale-adaptive flux function, the UGKS
is an efficient deterministic method for multiscale flow simulations in all regimes.
The algorithms for one time step evolution of the UGKS from tn to tn+1 can be summa-
rized as follows.
Step 1: Reconstruct the microscopic gas distribution function fn, and obtain the initial
gas distribution function f0(x) in Eq. (10).
Step 2: Obtain the equilibrium state g0 at cell interface from the initial distribution func-
tion f0 by the compatibility condition (13).
Step 3: Reconstruct the macroscopic flow variables wn and obtain the spatial and temporal
derivatives of the equilibrium state gx, gt from Eq. (14) with the reconstructed wx.
Step 4: Compute the microscopic and macroscopic fluxes across cell interfaces by Eq. (15)
and Eq. (4).
Step 5: Update the conservative flow variables wn+1 and the microscopic gas distribution
function fn+1 by Eq. (1) and Eq. (2).
Detailed implementation and analysis of the UGKS can be found in Refs. 27, 44, and 59.
B. Unified gas-kinetic particle (UGKP) method
Since the particles’ tracking and interaction can be regarded as an optimal strategy
for the grid point adaption in the particle velocity space, the stochastic particle methods
obtain very high efficiency for simulation of high-speed rarefied flows in three dimensional
case. Therefore, in this section the particle implementation of the UGKS with multiscale
transport process will be carried out to construct the UGKP method.
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Δttf
Characteristic line
Particle trajectory
free transport process collision process
FIG. 1. Particles’ evolution on the numerical scale of a time step ∆t. tf is the free transport time
before the particle encounters the first collision.
The physical picture for particles’ evolution in a time step ∆t is illustrated in Fig. 1.
It shows that one particle will keep free transport until it encounters other particle and
gets collided, and then it will continue its moving and colliding process. Before its first
collision, the particle’s trajectory and the characteristic line are the same. The particle
retains its initial discrete velocity. Once collision happens, the particle velocity changes and
we cannot get the exact location and velocity of the particle unless it is traced step by step
for each individual collision. It should be emphasized that Fig. 1 describes the physics on
the numerical scale instead of the kinetic scales of mean free path and collision time. The
free transport time tf changes with the local physics, and multiple or a huge number of
collisions are allowed within the time interval (tf ,∆t), which specifies different flow regimes.
Similar to the UGKS, direct modeling of the flow physics on the time step ∆t scale is the
key to construct a multiscale scheme.
Here we re-write the integral solution (11) along the characteristic line for the end point
(xe, te) as
f(xe, te) = (1− e−te/τ )g(x′, t′) + e−te/τf0(xe − ute)
= (1− e−te/τ )gp + e−te/τfp
(17)
where
x′ = u
(
tee
−te/τ
1− e−te/τ − τ
)
, t′ =
(
te
1− e−te/τ − τ
)
, (18)
and te is related to the time step for a numerical scheme. The point (x
′, t′) locates on the
characteristic line moving from the mid point to the end point as the increasing of the ratio
te/τ . Eq. (17) describes that the discrete distribution function at time te is a combination
of the initial distribution function fp and the Taylor expansion of the equilibrium state
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gp. In analogy to the discrete distribution function in the deterministic methods, it is
straightforward to evolve the particle in one time step through Eq. (17) by changing the
mass-weight of particle instead of its microscopic velocity. However, this treatment will lose
one of the most important advantages of particle methods, i.e., the adaptive property in the
velocity space. In Eq. (17), the probability of maintaining the initial distribution function
through particles’ free transport is given by e−t/τ . Statistically, the free transport time for
each particle can be determined. Therefore, the motion of all the particles before their first
collision can be accurately tracked. Although the subsequent collision and motion are not
exactly followed, in a systematic point of view, all the particles encountering collision in a
local region will approach to an equilibrium distribution gp according to the kinetic model.
In the framework of finite volume method, we will construct the UGKP method by
directly modeling the above physical processes on the scale of mesh size and time step44.
Specifically, the free transport process of each particle before its first collision within a time
step will be accurately tracked and the effect of collision is to annihilate the particles and
be recovered by re-sampling them from a specific Maxwellian equilibrium state. In order to
give a clear description, we will use the terms of free transport process and collision process
as shown in Fig. 1 to denote the stages before and after the particles’ first collision in one
time step, while the whole evolution process in one time step is denoted as the transport
process or the multiscale transport process. As a finite volume method, the computation of
the UGKP method for a time step evolution would contain
Macro level: Compute the numerical fluxes to update the conservative flow variables,
which includes
(Pa): computing the fluxes contributed from the particles’ motion in the free trans-
port process;
(Pb): computing the fluxes contributed from the particles’ motion in the collision
process.
Micro level: Evolve the gas distribution function, i.e., update the simulation particles,
which includes
(Pc): tracking all the particles’ motion in the free transport process;
(Pd): re-sampling collisional particles in the collision process.
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1. Free transport process
Eq. (17) gives the cumulative distribution for particles’ free transport time
G(t) = e−t/τ , (19)
so the free transport time of a particle within a time step ∆t can be determined by
tf = min(−τ ln(r0),∆t) (20)
where r0 is a random number generated from a uniform distribution between (0, 1). Given
with the free transport time tf , the particle can be accurately tracked by
xp = x
n
p + utf , (21)
where the micro velocity u of the particle remains unchanged during the free transport
process. Different from the DSMC method with tf = ∆t, where all the particles free stream
with a whole time step, the free transport time in the UGKP method is constrained due to
particles’ collision.
During the free transport process, the contribution to the numerical fluxes of cell i can
be obtained by counting the particles across the cell interfaces
W
fr
i =
∑
k∈P (i)
φk (22)
where P (i) is the set of the particles moving across the interfaces of the cell i during the free
transport process. The vector φk = (mp, mpuk,
1
2
mp|u2k|) denotes the mass, momentum,and
energy carried by the particle k. In comparison with the multiscale transport process given
in the UGKS in Eq. (15), the free transport process (21) only recovers the fluxes contributed
by the initial distribution function f0(x), i.e., F frij with the terms q4 and q5. For comparison,
the counterpart ofW fri in the deterministic UGKS would be
W
fr
i = −
∑
j∈N(i)
Sij
∫ ∆t
0
∫
u · nijf frij (t)ψ(u)dudt = −
∑
j∈N(i)
Sij
∫
F frij ψ(u)du. (23)
So far, we have carried out the processes (Pa) and (Pc) by Eq. (22) and Eq. (21).
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2. Collision process: macroscopic fluxes
In the collision process, the particles get collided and keep on moving and colliding
process. During this process, once the particles move across the cell interfaces, they will
contribute to the macroscopic fluxes as well. However, since we are not developing a full
particle tracking method, the motion of simulation particles in the collision process will
not be followed explicitly. So the macroscopic fluxes cannot be directly obtained from the
discrete particles as in the free transport process. Fortunately, these fluxes have been already
given in the UGKS in Eq. (15), i.e., F eqij with the terms q1, q2 and q3.
Hence, the macroscopic fluxes of the collision process across the cell interface ij can be
computed from the reconstructed macroscopic flow variables by
F
eq
ij =
∫ ∆t
0
∫
u · nijf eqij (t)ψ(u)dudt =
∫
F eqij ψ(u)du. (24)
In UGKS, g0 is obtained from the reconstructed initial distribution function f0 by the com-
patibility condition (13). However, in the particle method there is no explicit gas distribution
function, so the equilibrium state g0 at cell interface is computed from the reconstructed
macroscopic flow variables, i.e.,
∫
g0ψ(u)du =
∫
u·n>0
glψ(u)du+
∫
u·n<0
grψ(u)du, (25)
where gl and gr are the equilibrium state on the left and right sides of cell interface, which
are determined by the interpolated macroscopic flow variables wl and wr. Same as that in
the GKS and UGKS, gt and gx can be obtained by Eq. (14), and then the equilibrium fluxes
F
eq
ij can be analytically computed.
At this moment, the multiscale fluxes (15) in the UGKS have been fully recovered by
free transport fluxes (22) and collisional fluxes (24). The macroscopic flow variables can be
updated by the conservation laws
wn+1i = w
n
i −
1
Ωi
∑
j∈N(i)
F
eq
ij Sij +
W
fr
i
Ωi
. (26)
So far, we have dealt with the process (Pb) and finished the update on the macroscopic
level.
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3. Collision process: microscopic particles
In the free transport process, the detailed motion of all the particles in the time interval
(0, tf) have been tracked. For the collisionless particles with tf = ∆t, the update of the
microscopic state including particles’ velocity and location has been finished for the current
step. While for the collisional particles with tf < ∆t, each of them will suffer at least one
collision in the time interval (tf ,∆t), and the collective effect of the collisions is to force
all the collisional particles in the local region to follow a specific equilibrium distribution
gp. According to the conservation, from the updated macroscopic flow variables and the
streamed collisionless particles, we can easily obtain the the collisional particles at the end
of the time step
whi = w
n+1
i −wpi (27)
where wpi is the conservative flow variables carried by the collisionless particles in the cur-
rently investigated cell i after their solely free transport process. Therefore, in the collision
process (tf ,∆t), these collisional particles will be deleted first due to particles’ collision, and
then re-sampled from their corresponding macroscopic flow variable whi at each end of time
step. A unique Maxwellian distribution (7) can be determined from whi . According to the
macroscopic velocity and temperature, the collisional particles can be re-sampled in the cell
i to recover the distribution function. So far, we have carried out the process (Pd), and
both the macroscopic flow variables and the microscopic particles have been updated.
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4. Summary and discussions
(a)
<tf t tf t=
(b)
wp
wh
(c)
wp
wh
(d)
FIG. 2. Diagram to illustrate the composition of the particles during time evolution in the UGKP
method. (a) Initial state; (b) classification of the collisionless particles (white circle) and collisional
particles (solid circle) according to the free transport time tf ; (c) update solution at macroscopic
level;(d) update solution at microscopic level.
In order to give a visual demonstration for the evolution of simulation particles, a series of
diagrams are drawn in Fig. 2 to illustrate the composition of particles on different evolution
stages within one time step. The explanation of Fig. 2 and the summary of the UGKP
method will be given as follows.
Step 1: Give an initial state with macroscopic flow variables and microscopic particles as
shown in Fig. 2(a), where the simulation particles could be an initial equilibrium
distribution for the start of flow simulations, or a non-equilibrium distribution evolved
from the previous step in the time evolution process.
Step 2: Free transport process, which includes
• Obtain the free transport time tf for each particle by Eq. (20) and classify the
particles into collisionless particles (white circles in Fig. 2(b)) and collisional
particles (solid circles in Fig. 2(b));
• Move all the particles for a free transport time tf in Eq. (21);
• Cumulate the free transport fluxes W fri in Eq. (22) by counting the particles
which move across the cell interfaces;
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• Tally the collisionless particles with tf = ∆t after streaming all the particles and
calculate wpi of these freely transported particles in each cell i (denoted by the
particles on the bottom part of Fig. 2(c)), and delete the collisional particles.
Step 3: Collision process, which includes
• Reconstruct macroscopic flow variables wn to obtain the conservative flow vari-
ables wl and wr on the left and right sides of cell interface;
• Obtain the equilibrium state g0 at cell interface from Eq. (25), and compute the
derivatives gx and gt from the reconstructed spatial derivative of macroscopic
flow variables wx by Eq. (14);
• Compute the collisional fluxes F eqij in Eq. (24), i.e., the terms with q1, q2 and q3
in Eq. (15).
• Update the conservative variables wn+1i by Eq. (26), and obtain the macroscopic
variableswhi by Eq. (27) for the updated collisional particles (the grey area shown
in Fig. 2(c)).
• Re-sample the collisional particles from whi to finish the update process of the
microscopic particles as illustrated in Fig. 2(d).
Step 4: Determine the computation to the next time step.
• If the solution is convergent for steady flows or the pre-described evolution time
is achieved for unsteady flows, stop the program;
• Otherwise, go to Step 1 and continue the computation, where the updated state
in Fig. 2(d) could be an initial state in Fig. 2(a) for next step evolution.
The UGKP method is a conservative finite volume method, where the simulation parti-
cles are employed to recover the underlying non-equilibrium distribution function. On the
macroscopic level, the conservative variables are updated with the fluxes by conservation
laws. On the microscopic level, all the particles are accurately tracked in the free transport
process and the collisional particles are re-sampled from the updated equilibrium state in
the collisional process. The maintenance of conservation laws is the key to the success of the
current particle method. In addition, it should be noted that in the free transport process
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each particle moves over a free transport time tf instead of a whole time step ∆t, and to-
gether with the subsequent collisional process a mult-scale transport process is constructed
with recovering the multiscale nature of UGKS.
C. Unified gas-kinetic wave-particle (UGKWP) method
In this section, the concept of the wave-particle will be introduced into the UGKP method
for the further development of an efficient UGKWP method. In the UGKP method, the
gas distribution function is fully represented by the simulation particles, and the collisional
particles are deleted and re-sampled from a Maxwellian distribution in the collisional process.
Theoretically, this portion of gas distribution function can be expressed in an analytic way.
As shown in Fig. 2(c), the gas distribution function can be recovered by hydrodynamic waves
and discrete kinetic particles, which correspond to the macroscopic variableswh andwp. For
the next time step evolution in the UGKP method, the re-sampled equilibrium particles will
be re-classified into collisionless and the collisional particles according to the free transport
time tf again. In the free transport process, both types of the particles will contribute to the
free transport fluxes, but only the collisionless part particles will be remained as particles at
the end of the time step to recover the non-equilibrium gas distribution function. Therefore,
only the collisionless particles in the hydrodynamic waves should be re-sampled at the end
of each time step and the contribution from these collisional particles, which are generated
from the hydrodynamic wave previously, to the free transport fluxes in the next time step
can be computed analytically.
From the cumulative distribution (19), we can easily obtain the expectation of the pro-
portion of the collisionless particles in each cell, and the particles required to be sampled in
the hydrodynamic waves wh at the end of time step are
whp = whe−∆t/τ . (28)
The free transport fluxes contributed from the collisional particles of (wh − whp) can be
computed analytically by
F fr,wave = F frUGKS(w
h)− F frDVM(whp)
=
∫
u · n
[
(q4 −∆te−∆t/τ )gh0 + (q5 +
∆t2
2
e−∆t/τ )u · gh
x
]
ψ(u)du
(29)
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where gh0 is the Maxwellian distribution determined by w
h and gh
x
is the spatial derivative
of the Maxwellian distribution, which can be obtained from the reconstruction of wh.
Therefore, in the UGKWP method the update process for the conservative variables will
be
wn+1i = w
n
i −
1
Ωi
∑
j∈N(i)
F
eq
ij Sij −
1
Ωi
∑
j∈N(i)
F
fr,wave
ij Sij +
W
fr
i
Ωi
. (30)
In comparison with the update formula (26) in the UGKP method, the term of F fr,waveij is
the analytic part extracted from the particles’ free transport fluxes W fri . The combination
of the last two terms in Eq.(30) for UGKWP is the same as the last term in Eq.(26) for
UGKP.
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FIG. 3. Diagram to illustrate the composition of the particles during time evolution in the UGKWP
method. (a) Initial state; (b) classification of the collisionless and collisional particles for the part
of wp; (c) update on macroscopic level; (d) update on the microscopic level.
A series of figures are drawn in Fig. 3 to illustrate the evolution of the UGKWP method.
The algorithm of the UGKWP method can be summarized as follows.
Step 1: Get an initial state with the macroscopic flow variables wn and the microscopic
particles. The particles include the particles wp evolved from the previous step and
the collisionless particles sampled from the updated hydrodynamics waves whp as show
in Fig. 3(d). For the first step, wp = 0 and wh = wn=0 as shown in Fig. 3(a).
Step 2: Free transport process, which includes
• Classify the particles wp into collisionless particles (white circles in Fig. 3(b)) and
collisional particles (solid circles in Fig. 3(b)) according to the free transport time
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tf determined by Eq. (20).The free transport time of the re-sampled collisionless
particles whp is always tf = ∆t (white circles on the right top of Fig. 3(b));
• Stream all the particles over the free transport time tf ;
• Cumulate the free transport fluxes W fri in Eq. (22) by counting the particles
which move across cell interfaces;
• Tally the updated collisionless particles wp and delete the streamed collisional
particles;
• Compute the free transport fluxes F fr,wave contributed from the un-sampled par-
ticles (wh −whp) by Eq. (29).
Step 3: Collision process, which includes
• Compute the collisional fluxes F eqij as same as in the UGKP method;
• Update the conservative variables wn+1i by the conservation laws (30), and obtain
the updated hydrodynamic waves whi by Eq. (27), as shown in Fig. 3(c);
• Sample the collisionless particles whpi in Eq. (28) for next step evolution and
finish the update process of the microscopic particles, see in Fig. 3(d).
Step 4: Determine the computation to the next time step.
• If the solution is convergent for steady flows or the pre-described evolution time
is achieved for unsteady flows, stop the program;
• Otherwise, go to Step 1 and continue the computations.
In the UGKWP method, the wave-particle formulation is introduced to represent the
non-equilibrium gas distribution function. The difference between the UGKP and UGKWP
methods is that only the collisionless particles in the hydrodynamic waves are re-sampled at
the end of time step; and for the next step evolution the free transport fluxes contributed
from these un-sampled particles in the hydrodynamic waves are computed in a deterministic
way. For near continuum flows where intense collisions are involved, i.e., tf ≪ ∆t, the
hydrodynamic waves will be dominant and only a few collionless particles are required to be
sampled, which makes the current method very efficient. Therefore, in different flow regimes,
the wave-particle decomposition will give an optimal formulation for the non-equilibrium gas
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distribution function, and achieve higher efficiency both in the continuum and rarefied flow
regimes.
D. Unstructured mesh technique
1. Particle tracking
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FIG. 4. Illustration of particle tracking on triangular unstructured meshes.
During the free transport process, trajectories of the simulation particles are fully tracked.
For an arbitrary particle locating at point O with microscopic velocity u in the triangular
cell △ABC, its displacement in the free transport process would be xOP = utf . The
displacement xOP may intersect with the faces satisfying xOP ·n > 0, where n is the normal
vector of cell interface. The intersection point, e.g., point E on face AC satisfies
OE
OP
=
xOE · n
xOP · n =
xOD · n
xOP · n , (31)
where point D is the centroid of face AC. Similarly, the intersection point F on face BC
can be obtained as well. A minimum value
α = min
(
OE
OP
,
OF
OP
)
(32)
can be used to determine the first intersection point of the trajectory and the cell interfaces60.
If α > 1, the particle is still inside the current cell, and the updated location will be
xP = xO + utf . If α ≤ 1, the particle will move out of the current cell. For this case, we
will first move the particle to the intersection point xE = xO + uαtf , and then track the
particle in its neighboring cell using the same method for the remaining free transport time
(1− α)tf .
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2. Particle sampling
In the collision process, simulation particles will be re-sampled from a given Maxwellian
distribution function to recover the gas distribution function on microscopic level. Given
with a Maxwellian distribution determined by (ρs,V s, λs), the microscopic velocity for each
particle to sample can be obtained from
u = Us +
√
−ln(r1)/λs cos(2pir2),
v = Vs +
√
−ln(r1)/λs sin(2pir2),
w =Ws +
√
−ln(r3)/λs cos(2pir4),
(33)
where Us, Vs and Ws are the components of V s, r1, r2, r3 and r4 are independent random
numbers generated from the uniform distribution between the interval (0, 1). In the current
study, a symmetric sampling process is employed. Specifically, from a group of r1, r2, r3
and r4, a pair of simulation particles with microscopic velocity (u, v, w) and (u
′, v′, w′) are
sampled, where the symmetric microscopic velocity is
u′ = Us −
√
−ln(r1)/λs cos(2pir2),
v′ = Vs −
√
−ln(r1)/λs sin(2pir2),
w′ = Ws −
√
−ln(r3)/λs cos(2pir4).
(34)
Given with a pre-set reference massmr for the simulation particle, the number of particles
to be sampled is determined by
Ns =


0, if Ωsρs ≤ mmin,
2
⌈
Ωsρs
2mr
⌉
, if Ωsρs > mmin,
(35)
where Ωs is the cell volume, and mmin is the minimum mass to sample. In the sampling
process, for the cases Ns > 0 the mass weight actually sampled for each simulation particle
is
mp =
Ωsρs
Ns
(36)
which guarantees the mass density ρs in the volume Ωs after sampling process.
Another way is to give a preference number Nr for each cell, then the reference mass mr
can be approximated by
mr =
(ρ− ρh) + ρhe−∆t/τ
Nr
Ωs, (37)
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and then the number of particles to sample Ns can be obtained by Eq. (35). By this way,
the number of particles in each cell can be basically controlled around the given reference
number Nr.
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FIG. 5. Illustration of the computation of cumulative distribution function on triangular unstruc-
tured meshes.
Besides the mass weight and the microscopic velocity, the location of each simulation
particle is required as well in the sampling process. For an arbitrary triangular cell △ABC
as shown in Fig.5, a point inside can be denoted by (ξ, η), which has BF = ξBC, AE = ηAB
and EG ‖ BC. The coordinates of the point (ξ, η) in the global system are
x = xA(1− η) + xB(1− ξ)η + xCξη. (38)
Assuming that the density is constant inside the cell, i.e., ρ(x) = ρs, the normalized cumu-
lative distribution function up to the line ξ = ξ0 is
G(ξ0) =
∫ 1
0
∫ ξ
0
ρ(ξ, η)dξdη
/∫ 1
0
∫ 1
0
ρ(ξ, η)dξdη = ξ0, (39)
and along the line ξ = ξ0 the cumulative distribution function up to the point (ξ0, η0) is
H(ξ0, η0) =
∫ η0
0
ρ(ξ0, η)dη
/∫ 1
0
ρ(ξ0, η)dη = η
2
0. (40)
Therefore, generating two random numbers r1 and r2 from a standard uniform distribution,
the particle location can be determined by Eq.(38) with ξ = r1 and η =
√
r2.
In the current study, although piecewise constant of density is assumed in a finite volume
cell during the particle sampling process, we find the spatial accuracy is almost not reduced.
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This is due to the fact that only the portion e−∆t/τ of the hydrodynamic waves are sampled,
and the remaining part of hydrodynamic waves is computed analytically with second order
accuracy. In the continuum regimes, although the hydrodynamic waves are dominant, the
collisionless particles in the hydrodynamic waves are very few due to small value of e−∆t/τ ;
while in the rarefied flows, the hydrodynamic waves only take a small portion of the physical
state due to mild collisions, so the particles in the hydrodynamic waves required to be re-
sampled are not many as well. If the spatial derivative of density is considered in ρ(x),
the cumulative distribution can be derived as well, which would be more complicated than
Eq. (39) and Eq. (40). Acceptance-rejection strategy1,4 can be applied to handle the location
sampling.
III. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
In this section, the UGKWP method will be tested in a wide range of multiscale flow
problems. The performance of the method will be evaluated quantitatively.
A. Sod test case
On a two dimensional triangular mesh, the Sod shock tube problem has been computed
at different Knudsen numbers to valid the current UGKWP method in the continuum and
rarefied flows.
0 0.25 0.5 0.75 1
0
0.05
FIG. 6. Unstructured mesh for numerical computations of the Sod shock tube problem.
The initial condition is
(ρ, U, V, p) =


(1, 0, 0, 1), 0 < x < 0.5,
(0.125, 0, 0, 0.1) 0.5 < x < 1.
(41)
As shown in Fig. 6, the spatial discretization is carried out by an unstructured mesh with
100 × 5 × 2 triangular cells. For the UGKWP computation, the pre-set reference mass mr
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for a simulation particle is 10−7; while for the UGKS simulation, 100 × 100 velocity points
are used to discretize the velocity space. The top and bottom boundaries are treated as
symmetric planes. The results at the time t = 0.12 for the cases at Kn = 10−4, 10−3, 10−2,
0.1, 1 and 10 in all flow regimes are presented.
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FIG. 7. Sod test cases at Kn = 10−4.
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FIG. 8. Sod test cases at Kn = 10−3.
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FIG. 9. Sod test cases at Kn = 10−2.
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FIG. 10. Sod test cases at Kn = 0.1.
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FIG. 11. Sod test cases at Kn = 1.
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FIG. 12. Sod test cases at Kn = 10.
The density, velocity and temperature obtained by the UGKS and the UGKWP method
for different Knudsen number cases are plotted in Figs. 7–12, where the two dimensional flow
field is projected to one dimensional data in the x direction by taking average over the ten
triangular cells along y direction. In addition, in order to reduce the statistical noises, the
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unsteady flow solutions of the UGKWP method are averaged over 10 times of computations.
It can be seen that for all the cases in different flow regimes the UGKWP solutions agree
well with the UGKS data. The capability of the UGKWP method for numerical simulations
in continuum and rarefied flows are validated.
For the UGKS, once the discretization for the physical space and the velocity space is
given, the computational costs for all Knudsen number cases will be same due to its unified
treatment. The memory requirement and computational time in the UGKS simulations are
1.1 GB and 15 minutes. While for the UGKWP method, the overall CPU time of 10 times
of computations is about 65 seconds for the cases with larger Knudsen numbers, and the
memory cost is around 55 MB. Moreover, for the case at Kn = 10−4 in continuum flow, since
the portion of hydrodynamic waves increases and much fewer discrete particles are needed
to be sampled and tracked, the computational cost of the UGKWP method gets lower to 12
seconds with 11 MB. Generally speaking, in comparison with the UGKS, order-of-magnitude
in efficiency increment and memory reduction can be achieved by the UGKWP method for
the two dimensional Sod shock tube problem in the continuum and rarefied flows.
B. Cavity flow
The low-speed micro flow in a lid-driven cavity is computed at Knudsen numbers 0.1, 1
and 10. The Knudsen number is defined as the ratio of molecular mean free path to the
length of side wall. The argon gas with molecular mass m0 = 6.63× 10−26kg is studied and
the variable hard sphere model (VHS) is used for all three cases. The lid velocity is set to
50m/s. Isothermal boundary condition is applied with a fixed temperature Tw = 273K. The
dynamic viscosity is computed by µ = µ0(T/T0)
0.81.
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FIG. 13. Cavity flow at Kn = 0.1. The background with white lines denotes the UGKWP results
and the solid lines are UGKS solutions.
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FIG. 14. Cavity flow at Kn = 1. The background with white lines denotes the UGKWP results
and the solid lines are UGKS solutions.
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FIG. 15. Cavity flow at Kn = 10. The background with white lines denotes the UGKWP results
and the solid lines are UGKS solutions.
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FIG. 16. Velocity profiles along the central lines for cavity flows.
The computational domain is discretized into 21 × 21 × 2 triangular cells as shown in
Fig. 16(a). For the UGKS computations, 100 × 100 discrete velocity points are employed
in the velocity space; and for the UGKWP method, we initially set the reference number of
particles Nr for each cell as 5000. The numerical results are plotted in the Fig. 13 – Fig. 15,
where the distributions of the velocity and temperature are compared between the UGKWP
and UGKS solutions. Moreover, the velocity profiles along the central lines of the cavity are
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extracted by taking average of two neighboring triangular cells. From Fig. 16, it can be seen
that satisfactory results are obtained for these three cases. For the low speed rarefied flow,
we employ a large number of simulation particles and do many averaging process to reduce
the statistical noises so that the high-order quantity, such as the temperature distribution,
can be obtained. It takes about 5 hours for the UGKWP method to obtain the current
results. For the UGKS, with the acceleration techniques, such as implicit algorithm and
multigrid method32,33, the convergent solution with no statistical noises can be obtained
within 5 minutes. Therefore, the deterministic method with acceleration techniques would
still be a better choice for low-speed rarefied flow studies, which has much higher efficiency
than the stochastic related method.
C. Laminar boundary layer
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FIG. 17. Computational mesh for laminar boundary layer simulation.
The laminar boundary layer over a flat plate is computed to validate the current multiscale
method for viscous NS solutions in the continuum limit. The computational domain is
[−50, 120]× [0, 50] as shown in Fig. 17. A non-uniform mesh with 120×50 cells is employed.
The free stream is monatomic gas flow at Reynolds number Re = 105 and Mach number
Ma = 0.3 with constant viscosity. The Reynolds number and Mach number is defined with
respect to the length of the flat plate L = 120L0. The reference variables U0 and t0 to
non-dimensionalize the velocity and time are given by U0 =
√
2kBT0/m0 and t0 = L0/U0,
where T0 is the temperature in the free stream. The flow field at time t = 1000t0 is given
as the convergent steady state solution in Fig. 18, where the distribution of the density and
velocity around the leading edge is enlarged in the y direction. Comparison between the
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UGKWP results and the Blasius solutions is given in the Fig. 19.
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FIG. 18. Flow around the leading edge of flat plate.
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FIG. 19. Velocity distribution in the laminar boundary layer obtained by the UGKWP method.
In the computation, the time step ∆t and particle collision time τ are 0.02t0 and 6.57×
10−4t0, respectively. Since the ratio e
−∆t/τ has a very small value of 6× 10−14, the hydrody-
namic wave is dominant and the particle contribution can be neglected. The computational
time for 50000 step simulations is 15 minutes and the memory cost is 24 MB. Under such
condition, the present UGKWP method automatically becomes a hydrodynamic fluid solver,
such as the GKS45,61. Due to the multiscale transport, the UGKWP method can recover
NS solutions without the requirement of the mesh size and the time step being less than
the mean free path and the particle collision time. Moreover, the computational cost is
comparable to the hydrodynamic fluid solver in the continuum regime.
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D. Cylinder flow
Hypersonic flow past a circle cylinder at Ma = 5 and 30 are simulated to show the
capability of the current method for high-speed rarefied flow simulations. The free stream
is initialized with the monatomic gas flow of argon with an initial temperature T∞ = 273K.
The diameter D of the cylinder is 1m long. The solid boundaries are isothermal walls with
a constant temperature Tw = 273K. The Knudsen number is defined with respect to the
diameter of the circle cylinder.
(a)Computational domain (b)Details near the boundaries
FIG. 20. The computational mesh for the cylinder flows at Kn = 1.
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FIG. 21. Hypersonic flow at Ma = 5 around a circle cylinder for Kn = 0.1. The background
is the UGKWP results and the black solid lines denote the UGKS solutions. The velocities are
normalized by the most probable speed C∞ =
√
2kBT∞/m0 = 337m/s and the temperature is
normalized by the free stream temperature T∞ = 273K.
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FIG. 22. Surface quantities around the circle cylinder at Ma = 5 and Kn = 0.1. The pressure
and shear stress are normalized by ρ∞C
2
∞
, and the heat flux is normalized by ρ∞C
3
∞
. C∞ =√
2kBT∞/m0 = 337m/s is the most probable speed of the free stream.
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FIG. 23. Hypersonic flow at Ma = 5 around a circle cylinder for Kn = 1. The background is the
UGKWP results and the black solid lines denote the UGKS solutions. The velocities are normalized
by the most probable speed C∞ =
√
2kBT∞/m0 = 337m/s and the temperature is normalized by
the free stream temperature T∞ = 273K.
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FIG. 24. Surface quantities around the circle cylinder at Ma = 5 and Kn = 1. The pressure
and shear stress are normalized by ρ∞C
2
∞
, and the heat flux is normalized by ρ∞C
3
∞
. C∞ =√
2kBT∞/m0 = 337m/s is the most probable speed of the free stream.
TABLE I. Computational cost for hypersonic flow at Ma = 5 and Kn = 0.1 around a circle cylinder.
UGKS UGKWP ratio
CPU time 45h 16min 2h 10min 20.9
Memory 4.9GB 277MB 18.1
Steps 5000a + 35000 30000 + 10000b
a 5000 steps of first-order calculation for a better initial state in UGKS computation.
b 10000 steps of averaging process in the UGKWP simulation.
TABLE II. Computational cost for hypersonic flow at Ma = 5 and Kn = 1 around a circle cylinder.
UGKS UGKWP ratio
CPU time 45h 16min 2h 42min 16.8
Memory 4.9GB 310MB 16.2
Steps 5000a + 35000 30000 + 10000b
a 5000 steps of first-order calculation for a better initial state in UGKS computation.
b 10000 steps of averaging process in the UGKWP simulation.
For the free stream with a relatively low Mach number Ma = 5, the cases at the Knudsen
numbers 0.1 and 1 are computed. The computational domain is discretized by 50 × 50× 2
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triangular cells as shown in Fig. 20, which covers a region of pi(15D)2. Along the radial
direction, the minimum heights of the triangles near the boundaries are 0.01m and 0.03m
for Kn = 0.1 and 1, respectively. The UGKS employs 100×100 velocity points in the velocity
space, and the initial reference number of particles Nr for the UGKWP method is set as
400. In comparison with the UGKS solutions, the flow fields computed by the UGKWP
method are shown in Fig. 21 and Fig. 23. It can be seen that the UGKWP results agree
well with those obtained from the UGKS computations. Detailed comparisons of the surface
quantities, such as the pressure, shear stress, and heat flux, are given in Fig. 22 and Fig. 24.
The computational cost is listed in Tables I and II. The UGKS solutions are fully recovered
by the UGKWP method on the unstructured meshes, but with one-order-of-magnitude lower
in computational cost and memory consumption from UGKWP.
Furthermore, a very high speed flow at Ma = 30 is computed for the case Kn = 0.1 on the
same unstructured mesh. Since the memory requirement of the discrete velocity points for
the UGKS is unaffordable for such high Mach number computation, we only show the results
of the UGKWP method in Fig. 25. In the computation, the memory cost of the UGKWP
method is only 375 MB. The advantage of the particle method with a nature adaptivity in
the phase space through particles is well inherited by the UGKWP method for high speed
rarefied flow computations.
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FIG. 25. Hypersonic flow at Ma = 30 around a circle cylinder for Kn = 0.1 obtained by the
UGKWP method. The velocities are normalized by the most probable speed C∞ =
√
2kBT∞/m0 =
337m/s and the temperature is normalized by the free stream temperature T∞ = 273K.
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IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
In this paper, we introduce the unified gas-kinetic wave-particle (UGKWP) method on
unstructured mesh for flow simulation in all Knudsen regimes. Similar to the UGKS method-
ology, the direct modeling of the flow physics on numerical mesh size and time step is carried
out to construct the multiscale algorithm. The early discrete velocity-based UGKS is further
developed to the purely particle-based UGKP and wave-particle-based UGKWP methods.
In the UGKP method, based on the integral solution of the kinetic model equation, the free
transport and collision processes are well described for the evolution of simulation particles
in a statistical point of view. Different from the DSMC method where simulation particles
stream for a whole time step ∆t and then get possible collision, the free transport time of
the simulation particles in both UGKP and UGKWP methods is obtained from the integral
solution, and the free streaming convection is constrained due to particles’ interaction in
different flow regimes. The collision process is handled by re-sampling simulation particles
from a Maxwellian distribution according to the conservation laws. Due to the multiscale
transport modeling in the UGKS methodology, the UGKWP method has no kinetic scale
related time step and cell size limitations which are imposed in many other kinetic equation
solvers and particle methods.
A novel wave-particle adaptive formulation is introduced to describe the microscopic gas
distribution function. Specifically, the flow state in each cell contains the deterministic
hydrodynamic waves and the stochastic simulation particles, and the proportion between
the waves and particles evolves adaptively according to the local flow physics. Unified
treatment can be carried out for all finite volume cells in the computational domain. In
the continuum regimes, the hydrodynamic waves are dominant and the UGKWP method
goes to a hydrodynamic fluid solver, such as GKS; while in the highly rarefied flow, the
UGKWP method performs as same as the stochastic particle method. The wave-particle
adaptivity makes the UGKWP method very efficient in different flow regimes by inheriting
the advantages of the deterministic method and the stochastic method, and the advantages
of kinetic particle transport and hydrodynamic continuum wave evolution.
Numerical test cases, including Sod problem at different Knudser numbers, low-speed
micro cavity flow, laminar boundary layer for viscous NS solutions, and high-speed cylinder
flow, are computed to validate the current method. It shows that the UGKWP method
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can recover the UGKS solutions in all flow regimes. For low-speed micro flow with a small
temperature variation, the UGKS with acceleration techniques shows obvious advantages
over the stochastic UGKWP method on the aspects of efficiency and accuracy because
the deterministic UGKS does not suffer from the statistical noises. For the continuum
flows at small Knudsen numbers and the rarefied gas flow at high Mach numbers, the
UGKWP method can achieve much higher efficiency and requires lower memory cost. The
unified treatment, multiscale property, high efficiency of the UGKWP method make it a
very promising tool to study the multiscale problems in real engineering applications, such
as the reentry of space vehicles and the high-speed near-space flights.
In the current study, we only consider the BGK model equation with a unit Prandtl
number. It would not be difficult to apply other kinetic models in the current method to
obtain more accurate results or to develop a more realistic method for real gas simulations.
Moreover, the concepts of the wave-particle adaptive formulation and the direct modeling
on the mesh size and time step scales could be used in other multiscale transport processes,
such as plasma, granular flow, and radiation, in the construction of multiscale multi-efficiency
methods.
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